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[57] ABSTRACT 
Apparatus for cleaning residual toner from a photocon 
ductive surface. Toner is temporarily removed from the 
surface by a conductive ?ber brush wherein it is stored 
for a period of time dependent on the image area cover 
age and the transfer efficiency of the transfer device 
used. When the brush reaches its toner holding capac 
ity, the toner is deposited back onto the surface and it is 
transported to the development system where it is recy 
cled back into the developer housing for reuse. In one 
embodiment, the brush initially has a d.c. voltage ap 
plied to it of a polarity so as to attract toner to the brush 
after which a d.c. voltage of the opposite polarity is 
applied to the brush in order to detone the brush and 
thereby deposite it on the photoconductive surface. A 
charging device of the printing apparatus has a switch 
for temporarily inactivating the charging device to 
allow repelled toner to pass thereby unaltered. 
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REPRODUCING APPARATUS INCLUDING 
TONER REMOVAL APPARATUS UTILIZING 

ELECTROSTATIC ATTRACTION 

This invention relates to the art of xerography, in 
particular, to a method and apparatus for removing 
residual toner material from a photoconductor (P/R) 
surface of an automatic zerographic reproducing appa 
ratus wherein development of the latent image and 
removal of residual toner are effected at a single station 
by the same structure. 

In the art of xerography, a photoconductor generally 
comprising a photoconductive insulating material ad 
hered to a conductive backing is charged uniformly. 
Then the P/R is exposed to a light image of an original 
document to be reproduced. The latent electrostatic 
images, thus formed, are rendered visible by applying 
any one of numerous pigmented resins speci?cally de 
signed for this purpose. In the case of a reusable P/R, 
the pigmented resin, more commonly referred to as 
toner which forms the visible images is transferred to 
plain paper. 
Although a preponderance of the toner forming the 

images is transferred to the paper during transfer, some 
toner remains on the P/R surface, it being held thereto 
by relatively high electrostatic and/or mechanical 
forces. It is essential for optimum operation that the 
toner remaining on the surface be cleaned thoroughly 
therefrom. 
A commercially successful mode of cleaning em 

ployed in automatic xerography utilizes a brush with 
soft bristles which have suitable triboelectric character 
istics. While the bristles are soft they are suf?ciently 
?rm to remove residual toner particles from the xero 

. . graphic plate. In addition, webs or belts of soft ?brous 
I or tacky materials and other cleaning systems are 
known. The foregoing types of cleaning devices require 
structure that is designed solely for the purpose of 
cleaning and require a certain amount of space contigu 
ous the P/R. 
‘ In spite of the successes that have been achieved in 
removing residual toner from P/R surfaces there is still 
room for improvement. This is especially true in xero 
graphic systems where the development and cleaning 
functions are effected at a single process station by the 
same structure. Such systems are commonly referred to 
as cleanerless systems because the conventional clean 
ing apparatus normally employed is not used. A clean 
erless system is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,649,262 
wherein apparatus is disclosed for removing residual 
toner images from a P/R surface simultaneously with 
the development of newly formed latent electrostatic 
images. In a cleanerless system such as disclosed in the 
foregoing patent, a separate cleaning structure is not 
utilized since the two component (i.e. carrier beads and 
toner) developer which is cascaded over the P/R sur 
face during development is used for cleaning the resid 
ual toner therefrom. As stated in the patent, the residual 
images are removed by combinations of mechanical, 
triboelectric and electrostatic actions of the cascading 
developer. 

Further efforts to improve upon the cleaning of the 
device disclosed in the U.S. Pat. No. 3,649,262 as illus 
trated in U.S. Pat. No. 3,617,123 utilized a vibrating 
brush as an adjunct to the cleaning effected by the de 
veloper system. There the vibrating brush is positioned 
upstream from the point where the P/R drum surface 
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2 
enters a combination development and cleaning station 
which is functionally similar to that disclosed in the 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,649,262. The brush is mounted longitu 
dinally along the drum surface to be cleaned and is 
vibrated transversely across the drum surface. Thus, the 
brush serves to reposition the charged residual toner 
particles over the drum so that they can be more readily 
removed by the combination development and cleaning 
system. While the material from which the brush ?bers 
are fabricated is not speci?ed, it is clear from the patent 
disclosure that the material is electrically insulative 
otherwise it would act as a conductive path allowing at 
least some of the latent images on the drum to be dissi 
pated. A brush of this type physically dislodges the 
built-up residual toner and tends to spread it over the 
imaging surface. However, after periods of extended 
use the toner becomes impregnated in the bristles of the 
brush resulting in the brush becoming ineffective for its 
intended purpose. 

In accordance with features of the present invention, 
there is provided an improved apparatus for removing 
residual toner from a P/R surface simultaneously with 
the development of newly formed latent images. To this 
end, there is provided an electrically conductive brush 
which is electrically biased and cyclically moved trans 
verse to the direction of movement of the P/R. The 
bristles forming the brush are constructed such that 
they can store a relatively large quantity of toner 
therein. In order for the brush to attract the toner from 
the P/R a d.c. voltage is applied to the conductive 
?bers thereby creating an electrostatic ?eld the polarity 
of which is opposite to the charge on the toner. Once 
the brush becomes filled with toner, a d.c. voltage op 
posite to the polarity applied for attracting the toner is 
applied whereby the toner stored in the brush is depos 
ited on the P/ R for transporting to the developer station 
for removal. For optimum results the corona charging 
device is turned off until the P/R carries all of the de 
posited toner therepast. 
The toner removal part of the cycle just described is 

commonly referred to as detoning of the P/R while the 
toner depositing part of the cycle is commonly known 
as toning. of the P/R. The system is designed such that 
detoning takes place for a plurality of processing cycles 
(i.e. movement of a portion of the P/R past all the xero 
graphic stations of the machine) before the toning or 
toner deposition action takes place. The number of 
cycles for which the brush is able to satisfactorily per 
form is a function of the area coverage and the ef? 
ciency with which the toner is transferred. Thus, if the 
transfer ef?ciency is low and the area coverage is high 
then the minimum number of copies can be made before 
the toner collected in the brush has to be depositied on 
the P/R for removal by the developer. Conversely, 
when the area coverage is low and the transfer is high 
the maximum number of copies can be made prior to the 

. necessity of dumping the toner from the brush. 
Other aspects of the present invention will become 

apparent as the following‘ description proceeds with 
reference to the drawings. 
FIG. 1 is a schematic elevational view depicting an 

electrophotographic printing machine incorporating 
the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary side elevational view of a 

conductive brush with voltage sources for accomplish 
ing the desired operation of the detoning/toning of the 
P/ R as well as toning/detoning of the conductive brush 
employed; and 



FIG. 3 is a plot of the numberof copies that can be 

versus the’ toner transfer efficiency of the xerographic 
'systern'in which the conductivebrusli of ‘this invention, 
is employed‘in' addition'ltothei percent areacoverage of _ 

' ‘the images being ‘processed’. , “ j‘ Y' k 

' \ofl‘the featuresofthe, For fa general ‘understanding 
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' ‘made before "tonertr'em-oval from the‘ brush is required‘ > 

present invention,’ a description thereof will-befrnadeg 

reference numerals have been used- throughout todesige 
' with reference to, the arawmgan the'drawingsalikel -1, ' 

. 0‘ 

nate identical , elements.;;FIG.f1 schematically ‘depicts the "various components of an illustrativeelectrophov» 3 

graphic printing machine incorporating "the ‘apparatu'so1 ~ 

V‘ and method of the present "invention therein. ? a V . well ‘known; the t various .processingsstations employed a»- 1 

in the (printing machine‘ illustrated in .FIG.‘ lswill ~ be? t 

. Inasmuch, as the art of electrophotographie printing is 

described vonly briefly. . 
As shown inFIG.‘ 1, the printing machine utilizes a 

photoconductive beltilll which consists of an electri-V 
cally conductive substrate 11, a charge generator layer’ . - 
12. comprising. photoconductive‘ particles‘ randomly ; ' 

“dispersed in "an electrically insulating organic resinandv ‘ a charge~.,transport layer 14 comprising a-transparent, 

, electrically inactive polycarbonate resin ‘having ‘dis; 
' i solved thereitrone or more diatn'ineslA P/R 0f this'type ‘ 

' is disclosed in UkS. Pat. 'No..4,~265,99Qisued May 5;, 1797811 
in the ‘name of _Milan Stolka et a]? the disclosureof I 
which is incorporated herein by reference. Beltrlll 
moves in the direction of . arrow 16 to advance SUCCGS-a 
sive portions thereof sequentially through ‘the , various 
processing ‘stations disposed about‘the path-of move; ~ 
.mentthereof. ‘ a a " > . n i. . Q . 

_ Belt ‘10 is entrained about strippingroller ‘18; tension 
roller 20 and drive roller22.‘ Roller'22 is coupled to. 
motor 24 by suitablevmeanssuch as a drivenchainn '7 

Belt 10 is ‘maintained .in tension by, a pair ofrsprings: " _' 
(not shown) resiliently urging tension1roller'20' against 
belt 10 with the desired spring force; Both stripping 
Vroller418'7and tension roller 20 are rotatably mounted. 

f'These rollers ‘are idlerswihch rotate freely» as‘ beltill?ll ' moves in thedirection of arrowltir j i ‘ “ 

7 With continued’: reference tolFIGJl, initially afpotion 
, of belt .10. passes. through charging station A, At charg; 
ing station‘ A‘, a corona device,‘indicatedigenerallyibyi 
the reference numeral 25, charges layer 12 of belt 10 to 
a relatively high, substantially uniform negative poten 
tial. A suitable corona generating device for negatively 
charging the P/R belt 10 comprises a conductive shield 
26 and corona wire 27 the latter of which is coated with 
an electrically insulating layer 28 having a thickness 
which precludes a net d.c. corona current when an ac. 
voltage is applied to the corona wire. When the poten 
tial of the shield is higher than the P/R surface poten 
tial, an average d.c. current is delivered to the photo 
conductor, The polarity of the average d.c. current is 
the polarity of the shield potential. 

Next, the charged portion of the P/R belt is advanced 
through exposure station B. At exposure station B, an 
original document 30 is positioned face down upon'a 
transparent platen 32. The light rays re?ected from 
original document 30 form images which are transmit- ' 
ted through lens 36 the light images‘are projected onto 
the charged portion of the P/R belt to selectively dissi 
pate the charge thereon. This records an electrostatic 
latent image on the belt which corresponds to the infor 
mational area contained within original document 30. 
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'vancing sheetlof support materialfiinto contact with the " t: i' ' “ 
belt lllinatimedsequencesothat'thetonerrpowderr L ~ H 

Thereafterpbelt 10 advances'theelectrostatic latent 
‘image *to .developm attestation v.Ca’fAtl gcleveiopmentsta- ' 3 a‘ ' 

tion C, a magneticfbruslh developer roller alliadva‘nc‘es a ;, developer amiqtfi (he. f toner ‘ and}, carrier ' granules) into; " . l 

Contact. witlr?thei ielectrostaticllatent image» The’late'nt i “ ‘ 

‘, image. attracts’ the toner; particlesgfroni the carrier gram Jules" thereby forming toner ‘powder imagesg'on the B/R' ‘ 

‘beltr? r " ‘J 2. Q E > j Beltfiu-theniladvances.theitonéii powder integers 1 'l ‘ 

"transformation D‘. At transfer station Dgjai‘sheetiof'supa " ,. 
port?rnaterial :40;is1moved into ycontace with: the toner? 

1 powder images-s l Thessheetluofj support "material: lisp‘ader _ ‘ 
‘vance‘d-to transfer‘stationinby'asheetfeedingapparaé v I . 

i‘tusi=4Z.3Preferably,1jsheetfeeding‘apparatusittzincludésja a = ‘ 

'feecl‘roll 44'c'ontactingftlieupper sheet ofstack 46:‘;Feed J: a , a‘ 

image developed thereon contacts the advancing sheet 
of support material at transfer station Do .1 f ' 

. Transfer station Dineludes:a'coronageneratngfdei K a 
vices!) which 'Sprays'ionsoi', a suitablepolarityonto the ‘a " " V 

I ‘ backsideof sheet 4ll‘so that‘thé toner‘ powderimag‘esare 
: attracted from 'tphoto‘conductive V belt 710 i to‘ sheeti40; 
After transfergthe sheet, continuestomove intherdireo~ { T 

' tion Marrow/52' onto a conveyor (not shown)‘*whichl I ‘ 
advances the sheet to fusingstation E. " 

V Fusing'station E‘includes a‘fus'er 'assemblygindicated 1 ~ 
generally by the reference numeral '54-‘,Vwhch' perms; 

‘ nentlyr affixes the transferredjtoner powder: images‘ tori . 

‘sheet 401.PreferablygfuserassembIyNincludesalheated o ‘ fuser rollerfSéLadaptedfto“bepressure ?tlgiige?iwith’a "I ~ . ' 

backalp'rellsr " 58' was the. :rswdstimassscum tacting fuser roller 56;‘In this manner, the toner powder. image is permanently affixed to: sheet“; Afterfusing; 

chute'60 guides theadvancingsheetalltocatchtray 62 . 
forremoval from the prihting‘r'niacliinelbyEthe‘operatorf ~ ‘ ' 

' At a brushTdetQning/toning station F (i.e. means“; ' 
: whereito'ner'is ?rst picked up from the and tempo- . 

J; ' rarilystoredein thev monsters-rot ,subsehuentfdeposit ‘ 
of jtheltonerffbaclt onto he 'P, ‘ 

transported‘ to the developmentjstation; Gfor removal pt 
7 thereat). there: is provided a} ‘esnaustwepmsa brushwis adapted tofbeicyclicallyimovedin a direction; ‘ in 
substantially "perpendicularvtoi the? direction i'ofl‘movei“ » " v " 
ment of the photoconductive belt 10. Such movement 
may be accomplished by means of a cam structure 70 
operatively connected to a motor 72. 
The electrically conductive brush 64 comprises con 

ductive fibers of steel, carbon coated nylon, carbon or 
graphite. The density of the ?bers which have diameter 
in the order of 10-60 microns and a resistivity of 10-6 
to 1706 ohm-cm is in the order of l5-6OK/in.2. 
The switch 74 arrangement shown in FIG. 2 allows 

the brush to be connected to ground through a positive 
d.c. source 78 and a negative d.c. source 80 via termi 
nals 82 and 84, respectively. When the toner is positive, 
the switch 74 connects the brush to ground through the 
negative d.c. source 80 during the toner removal opera 
tion after which it connects the brush to ground 
through the positive source in order to detone the brush 
or deposit the toner onto the P/R to be transported 
thereby to the development staton C for removal from 
the P/R. In this manner’ positive toner is stored in the 
brush until the brush reaches its toner holding capacity 
and then. it is deposited onto the P/R. When negative ~ 
toner is used, a positively biased brush is required for 

" sorthat incanbe [V I 
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attracting toner from the P/R, and a negative biased 
brush is required during the brush detoning step. 
As illustrated in FIG. 3, the amount of toner that can 

be stored in the brush until detoning is necessitated is a 
function of factors such as area or copy coverage and 
the transfer efficiency (i.e. the effectiveness with which 
the toner is transferred to the copy paper), therefore, 
the total number of copies that can be made without 
detoning the brush, as can be seen from the curves 
shown in FIG. 3, can vary from 15 to about 800 for the 
same brush. 
A switch 90 is provided for connecting the charge 

corotron 28 to an AC. power supply 92 at the appropri 
ate time and for disconnecting it while the brush is being 
detoned so as not to alter the toner charge before it 
reaches the development housing for removal thereof. 
As can be seen from the foregoing description, there 

has been disclosed a toner removal system for a xero 
graphic reproducing or printing apparatus which uses 
the development system for the dual function of devel 
oping latent electrostatic images and removing non 
transferred toner from the P/R belt for reuse in devel 
oping the latent images. This is accomplished in a sim 
ple manner utilizing existing components of the ma 
chine. To this end it is seen that a brush which would in 
prior art devices normally be used for only removing 
toner from the P/R is also used in conjunction with the 
P/R to reclaim the already used toner by storing the 
toner for a period of time in the brush and then using the 
P/R belt to transport the toner to the development 

' station for removal therefrom. In a copending applica 
tion Ser. No. 438,227 ?led Nov. 1, 1982 in the name of 
Bean et a1 and assigned to the same assignee as the 
instant application, there is disclosed a brush which 
picks up toner and places it back on the P/R but this is 
only done for the purpose of redistributing the toner 
across the P/R surface and not for storing the toner for 
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6 
a number of cycles with subsequent deposition of the 
toner onto the P/R. 
What is claimed is: 
l. Reproducing apparatus including a charge reten 

tive surface on which toner images are formed for trans 
fer to a copy substrate, said surface having diposed 
adjacent thereto charge, exposure and development 
systems which are capable of forming a visible image on 
said charge retentive surface by applying toner material 
thereto and also removing residual toner from the sur 
face after the images have been transferred to the sub 
strate, said apparatus comprising: 

a conductive brush having ?bers supported for 
contact with said surface; 

means cooperating with said brush adapted to selec 
tively enhance the brush’s ability to attract toner of 
a predetermined polarity thereto; 

means including a dc. voltage source adapted to 
selectively create an electrostatic ?eld about the 
?bers of said brush, the polarity of said ?eld being 
the same as said predetermined polarity; 

means operatively coupled to said electrostatic ?eld 
creating means and said means for enhancing the 
brush’s toner attracting ability for alternately ren 
dering them operative whereby said brush is able to 
collect toner in the ?bers thereof and store is until 
the electrostatic ?eld of opposite polarity is estab 
lished whereupon the toner is repelled from the 
brush such that it is deposited on the surface to be 
transported to the development system for re 
moval; and 

means cooperating with said charge system to render 
it temporarily inoperative to allow movement of 
said toner repelled from said brush to be trans 
ported to said development system without alter 
ing the charge on said toner by said charge system. 
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